
FEATURES

CRI 80

Die-cast aluminum

3000K, 4000K

15W 

DIMENSION

ORDERING LOGIC

ELECTRICAL DATA

LUMILEDS
LED Quality

220-240V AC 
Working Voltagev

15W
Rated powerW

IP65Mono

PRODUCT CONTROL FINISH

Sample: LNX - 15 - CT30 - ND - DG 

COLOR TEMPERATURE

(CT30)

(CT40) 4000K

3000K

(CTXX) Custom

WATTAGE

LNX 15 - 15W
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YYZ Lynx is a recessed wall luminaire developed to brighten the floor using the high performance of 

the LED light source. The outdoor lighting fixture made in die-cast aluminum and stainless steel is 

designed with a simple rectangle shape with the curved frame in the center to complete the unique 

and contemporary look. The special feature of lighting design is to make the eyes comfortable and 

minimize the dark zone area from the wall. Lynx is specially designed to create a beautiful shape of 

the light pattern on the floor.

YYZ Lynx is a recessed wall luminaire developed to brighten the floor using the high performance 

of the LED light source. The outdoor lighting fixture is designed with a simple rectangle shape 

with the curved frame in the center to complete the unique and contemporary look. The special 

feature of lighting design is to make the eyes comfortable and minimize the dark zone area from

the wall. YYZ Lynx is specially designed to create a beautiful shape of the light pattern on the floor.

HOUSING

COLORS

RATED POWER

LUMEN OUTPUT

WORKING VOLTAGE 220-240V ac 50-60Hz

MOUNTING

DIFFUSER

Wall recessed

Clear tempered glass

DIMENSIONS

OPERATION TEMP

BODY COLOR Dark grey

-30° C   -  +50° C

280x127x220mm

LAMP LIFE 50,000 hrs

964 lm

LYNX WALL LIGHT

LNX

ND DG- -Non Dimmable Dark Grey

220

280 127

115

265

205

Recessed housing
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